
MIXCON with a new Date and Partner 

The hosts of the MIXCON have expanded. Otger Holleschek, one of Munich’s old 
hand event organizer and scene expert, joins the MIXCON. The date of the fair has 
moved to the 29th of January, 2017. 

The team of the DJ & producer fair MIXCON is expanded by Otger Holleschek. The 51 year old 
partner has a long and successful history in the event business with h + s veranstaltungen GmbH 
and Brennt GmbH. He is one of the big successors and doers in Munich with over 200 events per 
year with more than 30.000 visitors. Besides the legendary h + s parties he is also organizing the 
exceptional gigs of the Munich Philharmonia and a series of B2B and B2C events for the industry. 

MIXCON host Jo Kraus says about him: „We are happy to join forces with such an experienced 
partner that will enforce the MIXCON with his network.“. Otger Holleschek will be responsible for 
the technique and gastronomy at the fair. 

MIXCON announces the location of the fair as part of that new partnership. The show as well as 
the pre-party will be located at the Postpalast in Munich. “This unique location in the heart of 
Munich has not to be missed out.“ says Bernd Closmann. “Because of that we needed to prepone 
the date to one week earlier, the 29th of January, 2017, however this was not a problem at this 
stage.“ 

The Postpalast, located at the Hackerbrücke in Munich, is just 7 minutes walk from Hauptbahnhof 
(the central station) and disposes over a 3.000 sqm area. That means that there is enough space 
for the opening party on the evening of the 28th of January, additionally the exhibition featuring the 
panels and tutorials on the 29th of January and the accompanying program. The hosts say that 
MIXCON will be Munich’s scene hangout for that weekend. Therefor there will be extra room for a 
lounge and a creative gastronomy tempting to linger. 

As of late the Early Bird Ticket for the event is already available. This entrance ticket for the fair 
can be ordered at the budget price of only 12,99 € at www.mixcon-munich.de/tickets. 

Additional information about the fair is available online at www.mixcon-munich.de and on facebook 

at www.facebook.com/mixconmunich. Both online presences are steady kept up to date. It’s worth 
visiting them now and then. 
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